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The Statutes: From the Twentieth Year of King Henry the Third to the Tenth Chapter of the Twelfth, Thirteenth, and Fourteenth Years of King George the Sixth AD 1235-1948. v. 3rd ed. London: His/Her Majesty's Stationery Office (now part of the Office of Public Sector Information), 1950. Abstract: Multi-volume set contains statutes in force from 1235 to 1948. Each volume has a table of statutes and an index. Publisher's note: The text of this edition, down to the end of the reign of Queen Anne is, like that of the First and Second revised editions, based on the edition known as the Statutes of the Tenth Chapter of the Twelfth, Thirteenth and Fourteenth Years of King George the Sixth, 24. cilt. Great Britain. H.M. Stationery Office, 1950. The story «After twenty years» is among the best short stories by O.Henry. It has a surprising end, which is peculiar to the author. The story is adapted for the pre-intermediate level and is easy to read. It is very short and has only one page. We advise you to learn the synonyms for the most difficult words from the story before reading it. Other short stories by O.Henry are included in the list at the end of this one. Your feedback of the story is appreciated in the comments. Enjoy reading and learning English! A Short Story by O. Henry «After Twenty Years». (adapted for pre-intermediate le